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About This Game

Sun Dogs is about exploring our inner solar system, altering your body, and embracing death.

In a future where humanity alters itself without a second thought, you must do the same.
Skim along the Sun's corona, float in the Venusian clouds, travel the Martian plains.
When your body dies, your mind will be given a new one, and you will keep going.

Featuring

Expansive and unique science fiction, across planets, moons, and space stations

Dynamic text reacts to your character and actions

Full modding system allowing additions or rewrites to the entire game
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Title: Sun Dogs
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Royal Polygon
Publisher:
Royal Polygon
Release Date: 29 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Great game for a solo developer!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Man this is bad. It's really bad.
It takes so long to load that I thought it had crashed. Then the game actually started but I got a "Runtime Error: 312"
Tried a second time. This time it loaded.
...I wish it hadn't.. This is a very hectic, scrolling shooter. I was expecting more freeform nagivation, but it's just swarms of
different ships with different types of firepower coming from the right as you progress from the left. I should've noticed the
"shoot-em-up arcade" part in the description.

You can pick up power-ups that will change your cannons to use fireballs, mines, and so forth. Your ship, as well as the
enemies, fires in different directions and at different distances. Since it's continuously scrolling, it's very important to dodge and
fire as fast as you can. If you're lucky, you'll pick up repair items and extra lives.

It's quite a straightforward arcade shooter, except it's boats instead of spaceships or airplanes. This isn't my usual type of game,
but if you like shooters where you are constantly moving forward, you only can move Up\/Down\/Left\/Right within your
current frame, and you just shoot like crazy with unlimited ammo while avoiding getting blitzed by an abnormal number of
enemy ships... then this might be for you. It's only $0.99, so why not?

---

For more... My Reviews || My casual gaming... Group | Curator Page. My first inital thought about the game was ''Oh look at
this, the art looks decent and seems to have good reviews, let's try it out'' and all I got in return was dissapointment, The intro
doesn't make sense. The prologue is awfully long and boring. The BGM was louder than the actual voice acting. I know that you
can change that in the settings but come on. the BGM shouldn't even be louder than the voice acting to begin with. At this point,
I thought that I should still give it a chance as I havent gotten to the main story yet. The first thing that happened was that we got
a narative about how the game will told through a character we don't know about cuz why not. So i gave up...

Honestly, you can try and play the VN but don't have any high hopes or expactation.. I've played this game before as a beta
tester and now that it's out with all the new content, it's even better. Mayan Death Robots is at its best when you play together
with friends, you'll get yourself and your buddy involved in some hilariously chaotic and unexpected situations. However, you're
sure to have fun while playing against the AI as well. There's always something going on, so you won't get bored.

I also like that the controls are simple and straightforward, and I just love all these cute little perks the game offers: the way
your allied Maya try to help you and cheer for you (woohoo! woohoo!), the funny sound effects, banana attacks and so on.
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This game is great! Just needs more players so please buy it!. graphic is good but everythiung else is horrible :/. Pros:
-New focus trees
-New mapmodes
-More songs
-Congress and House for USA
-You can design ships for specific purposes
-Governments in Exile

Cons:
-Now you can't even tell which provinces are owned and which ones are merely occupied without looking for the bold border
-Post-WWII state borders rather than the Interwar\/WWII state borders
-Many of these features could've easily been made into mods
-Typical Paradox business strategy implemented yet again
-(Most of all) The Navy is a nightmare to manage
-Many others that've already been stated by others here

When I first played this DLC when it came out, I got overwhelmed by how much management you now have to do with the
navy. Since then, I've rarely played. Even when I did play, I merely spectated.
In conclusion, perhaps pre-ordering anything will only be disappointing and I shouldn't do so.. I love this game so much. When I
was going in to buy it, I just got it because I liked the style of it. But it was so much more. I found out it got a 9\/10 on steam,
and is a very legitamite game for steam and also xbox arcade. I reall really recommend it. It's in my top 10 favorite video games.
And its a steal for the amount of entertainment and acheivments you can get. BUY IT NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!. Fun game, well worth
the time spent and its free, so can't go wrong there. Pretty easy puzzles, considering they only involve figuring out one step.. 12
minutes of playtime, 150+ achievemments unlocked already. Goddammit, what a game!
Anyway, it's pretty good, a little glitched but it's ok, it's just a runner.
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